




Application Equipment

Part Number
2” x 4” MISSEAMROLLER2X4
2” x 2” MISSEAMROLER2X2
1 5/16” x 1 3/4” MISSEAMROLLER1516

•Rollers come standard with 5” wood handle, enclosed 
bearings, and either a single or double fork, which secures 
the roller head into the handle.
•Most models are available with ERGONOMIC features 
including cushion-grip handles, and extended offset forks.
•Made in USA

Part Number 17/16” x 13/4” MISSEAMROLLER5029
•Rollers come standard with 5” wood handle, enclosed 
bearings, and either a single or double fork, which se-
cures the roller head into the handle.
•Most models are available with ERGONOMIC features 
including cushion-grip handles, and extended offset 
forks.
•Made in USA

Part Number 17/16” x 13/4” MISSEAMRO5032
•Seam tester fitted into other end of roller lets you 
quickly and easily check seams right after rolling them 
out.
•Increases quality and efficiency of welded seam work 
AND saves you time and money on every job
•Combo tool stays well balanced in your hand, letting 
you roll out the seam and immediately test with no 
"pick up and put down" of different tools.
•Versatile seaming tool performs many roofing tasks: 
ROLL - TEST - TAMP - PROBE.
•Made in USA

Part Number MISSEAMPROBE10250
•Test seams to make sure they hold properly
•Locate loose portions of seams for rework
•Hand-held seam testers good for detail work in small 
areas
•Stand-up seam testers are ideal for general finishing 
work and final seam checks

Part Number MISISOKNIFE450
•The new 3-5/8” long blade lets you cut through thicker 
insulation.
•The precision ground blade is double-beveled on all 
three edges.
•Hardened and tempered for strength, the blade stays 
rigid, but is flexible enough not to break.
•71/2" overall length
•35/8" beveled high carbon spring steel blade
•Plastic, non-rollaway handle

Wooden Handle Silicone Seam Rollers
Silicone Seam Rollers

Roll-N-Chek Seam Roller

Convertible Seam Tester

Insulation Knife

Part Number MISSEAMMM21120
•Folding probe for easy storage
•Test probe locks into position
•No accidental damage to roofing membrane or self
•Heat-treated steel extension, 3-1/4 in.
•Ergonomic grip handle

Chek-N-Fold Seam Tool



Application Equipment

Part Number
Slitter TOL-EHMM21100
5pk Blades TOL-EHMM21105

•For TPO and PVC membranes
•Lightweight and compact
•Bottom guide slides under membrane and forces 
membrane into cutting blade
•Sloping nose allows easy tracking of cutting line
•Blade safely mounted in secure housing
•Easy to replace and rotate blade
•Replacement blades available (sold separately in 5 
packs)
•Use three hole slitter blades

Part Number TOL-EHDC66000
•Made with a new specialized industrial release coating
•Unmatched non-stick surface: industrial release 
coating has superior no-stick characteristics, no other 
shear comes close, adhesives and tapes pull off easily
•Shears are hot-forged, through-hardened carbon steel, 
providing durability and longer-lasting sharp edges
•Large comfortable handles fit all hand sizes
•Shears are 10” bent trimmers, with offset handles 
- great for cutting roofing materials (including peel-
and-stick tapes) and the 10” blades are ideal for long 
straight cuts

Part Number TOL-EHDC65915
•Carbon steel trimmers have chrome over nickel 
plating
•Shears will easily cut rubber, cord, and multiple 
layers of fabric
•Ergonomic handle
•Large ring extended bottom handle for added 
cutting leverage
•10” bent trimmer with offset handles

Part Number TOL-EHD65990
•10” bent trimmer with offset handles
•Multi-purpose stainless steel shears
•These shears do heavyweight work but weigh 
less
•Can be used right or left handed
•Stamped, stainless steel blades are preci-
sion-ground and heat-treated
•Comfortable blue molded handles

Membrane Slitter

Non-Stick Bent Shear

Ergonomic Handle Shear

10" Bent Shear Trimmer

Part Number 2” x 7/16” MISSEAMMR12540
Everhard’s detail “V” rollers provide greater ease 
in seaming tight angles and performing detail work 
around fixtures and in corners. 5” hardwood handle 
and enclosed bearings provide balance and smooth 
rolling action. Our single-end detail “V” rollers have 
hubs that taper to a 5/64” rounded edge radius that 
won’t cut membrane material
•Roller made from durable nylon

Nylon "V" Roller



9hp Little Wonder Blower

Valley 11/4lb. Hatchet

Stihl Forestry Hatchet
Stihl Universal Forestry Axe

Valley 31/2lb SIngle Bit Axe

Part Number EQPLW-92700201
Optimax maximum output blowers are perfect

for moving leaves, debris and standing water—or for 
any job that requires hurricane-force air. As always,
our blowers feature a patented, split airstream dis-

charge, which moves debris at the top and bottom of
the pile, eliminating “blowback”. And thanks to our 

new design, you the operator have control of the split-
stream deflector at the handle, which means no more 

manual shifting.
Engine Honda GX270

Number of Blades 7 Blade Reverse Angle
CFM (Cubic Feet/min) 2260

Part Number EQPLW-93900201
Optimax maximum output blowers are perfect

for moving leaves, debris and standing water—or for 
any job that requires hurricane-force air. As always,
our blowers feature a patented, split airstream dis-

charge, which moves debris at the top and bottom of
the pile, eliminating “blowback”. And thanks to our 

new design, you the operator have control of the split-
stream deflector at the handle, which means no more 

manual shifting.
Engine Honda GX390

Number of Blades 7 Blade Reverse Angle
CFM (Cubic Feet/min) 2530

13hp Little Wonder Blower

Part Number HATCHET125
•Drop forged and tempered S2 tool steel
•Fully polished heads
•Manufactured to exceed ANSI/ASME specifications
•Short handle for portability and control
•Heat treated and tempered

Part Number STL-70108811907
•5-piece head attachment system that’s up to 2.5 
times stronger than a traditional axe head connection
•Head is forged from premium C60 steel for higher 
durability
•Extra-large striking face for improved splitting 
performance

Part Number STHL-70108811908
•Premium ash handle
•Well-balanced cutting head
•Compact design measures 15.75” with a 1.3 lb. 
cutting head

Part Number AXE36H
•Drop forged and tempered S2 tool steel heads
• Manufactured to exceed ANSI/ASME specifications
•36” Hickory handle

Blowers

Axes



B.U.R./Hot

Part Number RMP-502400
Oversized fenders protect tires. The 
Bim Cart has a 14” Loading height. 
Front and back heel plates stabilize 
the cart and balance the load. 4.00 x 8 
No Flat Tires with roller bearings pro-
vide smooth rolling on roof surface. 
360 Degree Splash lip prevents “Hot” 
from sloshing out of tub. Mop Drag 
Bar included.

30 Gallon BIM Cart w/Removable Handle

55 Gallon Insulated NFL Hotmaster

Part Number RMP-512605
Once it’s hot, keep it hot - the HOT-
MASTER is constructed using a 
pressure-tested steel drum, mounted 
on a well-balanced cart with three 
400x8 Non-Flat Lite tires, one a lock-
ing swivel wheel. Insulated model is 
covered with 2” thick fiberglass and 
set inside a sheet metal outer shell. 
Includes a 2.5” Draw-off Valve set 27” 
above ground level. Note: 110 Gallon 
hot luggers are available on special or-
der. Note brake detail.  By locking the 
swivel wheel at a 90 degree angle, the 
Hotmaster will not roll off the roof.

Lite Wall Hot Pipe

Part Number

5’ RMP-57105L
10’ RMP-57110L
15’ RMP-57115L
20’ RMP-57120L

Roofmaster Lite Wall Tubing safely 
transports “hot” to the roof. Made 
from 1.75” steel tubing with welded 
couplings and hoist eye. Just take 
a hammer to tighten or loosen the 
connection. Available in 5’, 10’, 15’ or 
20’ and 45 degree, 90 degree and 120 
degree transitions.

Universal NFL Alum. Feltmaster
Part Number RMP-514020
All aluminum construction for light 
weight. Switch from 36” to 40” quickly. 
Use 5 or 7 square goods at a single 
pass. Includes control to apply a brake 
to one wheel while lifting the lower pa-
per roller for easy threading of paper. 
Adjustable valve to be able to vary the 
amount of hot delivered to the deck. 
Asphalt valve at the rear so that the 
operator can watch for voids to elim-
inate potential leaks. Lids seal with 
silicone gasket to help reduce spilled 
asphalt. Note: Make sure there is a 
spotter to broom in the felt and ob-
serve the path of the operator in case 
of an unguarded skylite or roof edge. 
This unit has an insulation covering 
on the outside to conserve heat. This 
unit has Non-Flat Lite tires for less 
maintenance.



B.U.R./Hot

5 Gallon Bucket w/Side Handle
Part Number RMP-250122
Roofmaster buckets are specifically 
designed for handling hot asphalt; and 
meet OSHA specifications for carry-
ing elevated temperature materials. 
They are made of 24 gauge steel with 
a rolled rim, reinforced at the bottom 
and have a 5/16” round drop bail.

5’ Rubber Flex w/Stock Union
Part Number RMP-551705
Special Heat-Resistant Rubber Flex 
Hose is 1.5” in diameter. Used as the 
transition from the hot pipe to the 
bucket or hot lugger (Hotmaster).  This 
features a Stockham Equal Union.

Part Number RMP-414020
Breathable dacron material protects 
workers from pitch fumes. Complete 
face and neck coverage. Lightweight 
and washable. Use over and over 
again. Will not stretch out.

Roofers Pitch Hood
Part Number RMP-250222
Roofmaster buckets are specifically
designed for handling hot asphalt; and 
meet OSHA specifications for carrying
elevated temperature materials. They 
are made of 24 gauge steel with a 
rolled rim, reinforced at the bottom 
and have a 5/16” round drop bail that 
remains away from the side so that it 
is cooler than the side of the bucket.

5 Gallon Bucket

#273 Adjustable Pouring Pot w/Screen
Part Number RMP-252730
Designed for convenient, narrow 
strip pouring (vertical or horizontal). 
Removable and adjustable spout is 
4” wide, with basket screen, safety 
splash hoods, comfortable full length 
pouring handle, flush skid bottom and 
oval shape.

4” Steel Roller with Stand Up Frame
Part Number RMP-774024
4” wide single roller. Use as a Stand 
Up type for “easy-on-the-back” rolling, 
or Hand type roller for vertical rolling. 
Uses 1-1/4” Mop Handle (not included)



B.U.R./Hot

2 1/2” Drawoff Cock
Part Number RMP-803240
Replacement 2-1/2” drawoff valve for 
a Roofmaster kettle.  Will also work 
on any asphalt kettle with a 2-1/2” 
weld flange on the vat.  These include 
Reeves, Panther, Cleasby, Garlock 
and All Seasons.  Internal opening, so 
that when valve is closed, the asphalt 
drains so that the valve does not re-
quire thawing to operate.

4” Stem Dial Thermo
Part Number RMP-231750
All stainless steel head, bezel and 
mounting. Convex window standard. 
Attached by 1/2” NPT nut. Stem is 18-8 
Type 304 stainless steel, .250 diameter. 
Length of 4”. Head is 2 1/4” diameter. 
Popular kettle thermometer.

Kettle Skimmer
Part Number RMP-530100
Use the Roofmaster Kettle Skimmer to 
skim the carbon junk that forms on the 
top of a asphalt kettle. Help keep the 
kettle clean. Made from sturdy metal 
tubing with an expanded metal screen, 
bordered with 1/4” steel for strength.

5’ Insulated Flexmetal Hose
Part Number RMP-551515
Insulated Flexmetal Hot Asphalt Hose 
features unions on one end (only 
MCOE).  Comes with a 1-1/2” Male 
Pipe nipple so that you can install 
your own union. Hose is covered with 
insulated silicone covering.

1-1/2” WARD Hammer On Union
Part Number RMP-657213
Roofmaster Hammer On WARD style 
union for Lite Wall Tubing. NOTE: This 
will ONLY fit a WARD pattern union.

Part Number GRZ-110000
The GRIZZLY manual gravel spreader is 36’’ 
wide and will hold 6 cu. Feet of either pea 
gravel or large ballast rock. 
The adjustment of the dispensing door is 
simple and the handle is removable for 
storage. The rear wheel is offset for oper-
ator comfort. Easy to push and operate, 
the manual spreader is a mate to the mini 
mopper.
Wheels: 400 X 4-80-8

36” Gravel Spreader



Carts
4Wheel Trailer

Part Number RMP-505410
Heavy Duty Material Trailer!! 30”x60” 
deck dimensions with Heavy duty 
2” channel frame. 22” deck height. It 
comes with both 18x850 Pneumatic 
tires or Non-Flat Lite tires. Self ad-
justing drop brake with “T” handle 
for easy pulling. Stake pockets for 
channel riser and corner pin pockets 
for rolled goods. Pins included with 
attaching chains. Roller bearings in 
wheels for smooth rolling. Open back 
frame for hoisting fork or forklift ac-
cess. Rear hitch and front pin hitch for 
the ability to form train of trailers. Pins 
included. 2000 lbs capacity.

Insulation Carrier
Part Number RMP-506210
Roofmaster has designed this insula-
tion carrier cart to maximized loading 
efficiencies on-ground or on-deck 
with the least amount of effort by the 
operator. A 3-position slider allows the 
operator to change the angle of the 
load based on weight, size & height of 
the man. It is capable of carrying ISO 
board, plywood or other large sheet 
goods of several hundreds of pounds 
(over 600)! Fold-up forks allow for 
easy transportation & storage.

Insulation Carrier w/Back Wheels
Part Number RMP-506225
Roofmaster has designed this insula-
tion carrier cart to maximized loading 
efficiencies on-ground or on-deck 
with the least amount of effort by the 
operator. A 3-position slider allows the 
operator to change the angle of the 
load based on weight, size & height 
of the man. It is capable of carrying 
ISO board, plywood or other large 
sheet goods of several hundreds 
of pounds (over 800)! Fold-up forks 
allow for easy transportation & stor-
age. It’s available with either 2-wheels 
or 4-wheels (4-wheel model recom-
mended for greater flexibility) and the 
rear wheels are removable if desired. 
Side-to-side sliding rear wheels make 
turning with heavy loads easier on the 
operator. Roofmaster Insulation Car-
rier with (2 each) 18x8.50 Pneumatic 
Tires and (2 each) rear 4.00x8 Pneu-
matic tires.

55 Barrel Holder Assembly for Trailer

Assembly Part Number RMP-505200
Barrel Part Number RMP-512610
Attachment for a 55 gallon Hot Asphalt 
barrel that allows the contractor to 
move asphalt around the rooftop on a 4 
wheel trailer. 
Barrel sold separately.

Dump Hopper and Bracket
Part Number RMP-505100
Bolts on to our Universal 4-Wheel 
Trailers. Includes mounting bracket. 
Allows the contractor to load or un-
load gravel, tear off or trash and then 
dump into a trash chute by lifting on 
the long end of the hopper. Capacity 
is approximately 14 cubic feet. NOTE: 
trailer shown, but not included.



Carts

Part Number GRZ-330000
Equipped with a GX160 Honda engine, this 
Workhorse can handle a number of jobs. The 
Gravel spreader attachment will spread large or 
pea gravel. The dump tray attachment is used 
for moving debris or material and the hot tank 
will supply hot asphalt on larger jobs. The
GRIZZLY Workhorse has an independent brake 
and clutch mechanism that can be easily
adjusted.

Grizzly Workhorse Power Buggy

Part Number GRZ-145500

GRIZZLY insulated tanks are manufactured 
using all new materials, not recycled 55 
gallon drums. All our tanks are water test-
ed for leaks before they are insulated and 
jacketed.

Grizzly Insulated Hot Tank 55 Gallon

Part Number GRZ-330500
Gravel Spreader attachment for the 
Grizzly Workhorse Power Buggy

Grizzly Gravel Spreader for
 Workhorse Power BuggyPart Number GRZ-330700

Dump Tray attachment for the Grizzly
Workhorse Power Buggy

Grizzly Dump Tray for
Workhorse Power Buggy

Part Number GRZ-220000
A safe and easy way to transport a 100 lb propane tank to 
and around the roof. The single voyager was designed to 
carry one propane tank securely nestled inside its frame 
and held in place by chains. Hooks are provided to keep 
your torch and hose from dragging on the roof. You can 
even carry a fire extinguisher. Features a lifting ring to 
safely lift the voyager 1 and tank to the roof and a bent lip 
to avoid damaging the roof membrane.

Grizzly Voyager 1 Propane Transport

Roof Zone Trailer
Part Number RMP-65018
Roofing trailer for moving felt, tear off 
debris, deck materials and other big 
loads. Features:
•Steel tube design
•30” Wide frame
•72” Overall length
•2,000 lb. capacity
•18” heavy duty tires
•Dead-man brake
•Coupling hitch



Carts

Part Number GRZ-410000
The G41 is the lightest machine in its class, while 
being very powerful. Its CH20S Kohler engine 
offers tons of torque and a 2 year commercial 
warranty. It is also equipped with a universal 
attachment adaptor that allows the use of dozens 
of accessories.

Part Number GRZ-413000
This roof remover attachment will lift the old 
material over its back plate to allow the material 
to be picked up at a more comfortable height, 
to be discarded into trailer or workhorse

Part Number GRZ-414000
A n interestng addition to your G41. An efficient 
way to transfer skids of light material, rolls, 
bundles of whatever can be loaded onto or 
picked up by these forks. Forks slide side to 
side to adjust to your needs. 
Back guard is removable. Part Number GRZ-410100

The bucket attachment for the Grizzly G41 Mini 
Loader.

Part Number GAR-404804
600 Deep Dump Box for Garlock R800 Workhorse

Grizzly G41 Mini Loader

Grizzly G41 Roof Remover

Grizzly G41 Fork Attachment

Grizzly G41 Bucket

#36 Deep Dump Box

Part Number GAR-301363
If you have big areas to cover, this is the machine for 
you! Moving men and materials across large areas 
quickly and efficiently is key to productivity and profits.
•Carries most 600 Workhorse attachments
•5 mph high speed
•Short turning radius, both forward and in reverse
•36” model
•Controls within easy reach
•Automatic brake for safety
•11-hp Honda engine

*Shown with Optional Fork Attachment

Garlock R800 Workhorse



Carts

Part Number GAR-301372
•A great 2-wheeled small carrier for materials, tools, 
and equipment
•Hauls insulation and roll goods
•Optional plastic lined debris tray for moving large 
pieces of tearoff
•700-lb. capacity
•The Smart Cart has two (2) 4.00 x 8 x 1” tires
•Weighs only 74 lbs. for moving things quickly

*Shown with optional Dump Tray attachment

Part Number GAR-400016
•Ideal for moving rolls of felt or bundles of insula-
tion, carrying hot tanks, or hauling debris
•Large 18” x 8.50” 4-ply tires offer stability, load dis-
bursement, and low compaction ratios
•Drop handle brake
•30” x 60” bed offers a 2000-lb. capacity
•Can be towed together

Garlock Smart Cart

Garlock Little Giant Trailer

Part Number GAR-301369
High capacity off-loading, unload up to 2,500 lbs of project 
materials right from delivery trucks to the carrier. Save 
time and money by making fewer project material handling 
trips, with the ability to move more ISO board bundles, 
heavy rolled goods, and other heavy items at one time.
•Integrated load foot brake
•Heavy Duty plated rollers
•Rear ramp
•Large front storage box
•HD flat-free tires
•When handle is lowered, wheel travel is stopped

Garlock Low-Boy Pro Carrier

Part Number GAR-400847
•Transport palletized loads in one pass
•Moves rolls of rubber, felts, or a variety of materials
•Forks are 21” on center x 32” long—perfect for 
standard 36” pallets
•600-lb. capacity
•Four (4) 4.10 - 3.50 x 6 x 1

Garlock Insulation Fork

Garlock E-Z Roll Carrier

Part Number
E-Z Roll Carrier GAR-300644

Optional 5’ extension GAR-402525
Transporting and laying down large, bulky rolls of rubber roof-
ing material has never been easier than with Garlock’s E-Z Roll 
Carrier. Our sturdy slide tube spindle and versatile dollies do 
most of the work for you, so you can finish your roll jobs quickly 
and safely. The E-Z Roll Carrier can handle rolls up to 134”. Add 
the optional 4’ extension to fit rolls up to 182”. The versatile dol-
lies swivel, so you can always find the best angle for lifting and 
moving even the heaviest rolls. Plus, they rest backwards on a 
support brace to hold rolls off the ground unattended.



Chutes
Gravel and Trash Chute

Part Number RMP-588000
Roofmaster Trash Chutes help elim-
inate dust and the danger of flying 
debris as well as costly jobsite clean-
up. Made of high quality UV-resis-
tant material, these trash chutes are 
durable light-weight and can be stored 
flat to save space. Each trash chute 
section is 30” diameter, 48” in length. 
Since each section tapers into the next 
section, calculate approximately 44” 
per section to determine number of 
chutes needed. Chutes lay flat for easy 
storage or transportation. Note: OSHA 
Regulation 1926.252 requires the use 
of an enclosed chute whenever ma-
terials are dropped more than 20 feet 
to any point lying outside the exterior 
walls of a building.

Trash Chute Hopper
Part Number RMP-589100
This hopper is designed with an all 
steel trapless funnel, eliminating 
the need to fabricate plywood sides. 
Features heavy-duty all-steel con-
struction; hopper measures 54.5” x 
52.5” x 32” and uses 4” x 6” or 4” x 
4” wood or steel for support to roof-
top. Note: OSHA Regulation 1926.252 
requires the use of an enclosed chute 
whenever materials are dropped more 
than 20 feet to any point lying outside 
the exterior walls of a building. When 
figuring the weight load for supporting 
beams, take into consideration that 
each trash chute weighs 30#.

Cutting Blades
Super Six w/ 1/4” Carbide

Part Number RMP-581265
18,000 carbide contacts to the roof per 
minute makes this the most powerful 
blade in the industry. This blade per-
forms with more power, more efficiency, 
and less vibration. Will outlast most 
single blades 3-5 times longer. Fits all 
makes of roofing saws. Roofmaster 
offers an exclusive limited warranty on 
the bonding of our carbide inserts to the 
steel blade. Roofmaster’s philosophy is 
the more carbides, the finer the cut and 
less vibration as there is more surface 
hitting the roof deck. This model fea-
tures 1/4” carbide and is 12” in diame-
ter.  Cutting depth of 2-1/4”. 

QUAD Blade w/ 1/4” Carbide

Part Number RMP-581255
A revolutionary new design concept 
makes this one of the most efficient, 
longest-lasting blades in the industry. 
90% of the carbide tip cuts, where 
most other blades only utilize about 
60% of the carbide tip. The 12” Quad 
Blade will give a longer blade life than 
single carbide blades by 2-4 times. Fit 
all makes and models of power roof 
saws. Cutting depth of 2-1/4”.  Roof-
master offers an exclusive limited 
warranty on the bonding of our carbide 
inserts to the steel blade. This model 
features 1/4” carbide.

Carbide Blade w/ 1/4” Blank

Part Number
12” RMP-581205
14” RMP-581405

Roofmaster 12” Carbide Blades give you 
the most economical cut on the roof deck! 
1/4” carbide tip offers a quality cut. Roof-
master’s high carbon steel blades are laser 
cut and the 1/4” carbide inserts are induc-
tion welded for extra strength and impact 
resistance. Cutting depth of 2-1/4”. Roof-
master offers an exclusive limited warranty 
on the bonding of our carbide inserts to 
the steel blade.



Generators

Winco 12000HE Portable Generator
Part Number WIN-WL12000HE
•Honda GX630 engine
•Cast iron cylinder sleeves
•Fuel efficient design
•EPA and CARB approved
•Electric start
• Steady voltage regulation is safe for
sensitive electronics
•Heavy duty capacitors and diodes
•100% copper windings
•Large 15 gallon fuel tank
•Oversized full power plug
•Industrial Square D mainline circuit
breaker
•Made in USA

Winco 10000VE Portable GeneratorWinco WC5000H Portable Generator

Part Number WIN-WC10000VE 
•Durable Briggs & Stratton commercial engine
•Cast iron cylinder sleeves
•EPA and CARB approved
•Electric and Recoil start
•Clean power at less than 5% total harmonic distortion
•Steady voltage regulation is safe for sensitive electronics
•Heavy duty capacitors and diodes
•100% copper windings
•Large 7 gallon fuel tank
•Oversized full power plug (NEMA 14-60) matches other WINCO Big 
Dog models
•Industrial Square D mainline circuit breaker
•Industry leading 1/60th second reaction time
•Visi-Trip indicator
•30 amp receptacle is independently GFCI protected from NEMA 5-20 
receptacles
•Made in USA

Winco 18000VE Portable Generator
Part Number WIN-WL18000VE
•Briggs & Stratton Vanguard engine
•Cast iron cylinder sleeves
•Electric start Generator
•Clean power at less than 5% total harmonic 
distortion
•Steady voltage regulation is safe for sensitive 
loads
•Heavy duty capacitors and diodes
•100% copper windings
•Large 15 gallon, non-corrosive fuel tank
•Oversized power plug
•Industrial Square D mainline circuit breaker
•Industry leading 1/60th second reaction time
•Visi-Trip indicator
•Made in the USA

Part Number WIN-WC5000H
•Honda GX270
•Low oil protection
•Cast iron cylinder sleeves
•CARB and EPA approved
•100% copper windings
•Switchless full power
•2 NEMA 5-20 duplex receptacles
•NEMA L5-20R receptacle
•NEMA L14-30 receptacle
•NEMA 5-50R receptacle
•Made in the USA
•Large 7 gallon, non-corrosive fuel tank
•Conserv-R automatic idle control
•Hour meter
•USFS spark arrestors
•Receptacles GFCI procted via a mainline 
•GFCI breaker



Generators

Cables and Plugs
•100’ 10/3 cord
Available in
•Cord with no plugs
•Cord with female outlet - recommended 
when not using Sievert
•Cord with male & female outlets - 
recommended use with Sievert
Plugs available
•Male plug - twist lock
•Female plug - twist lock
•Male plug - straight body plug

Winco 3000H Portable Generator

Heat Welding

TW 5000
Part Number TOLSVRT-TW5000
The Sievert TW 5000 can weld any 
membrane: Such as plastic, rubber, 
and modified bitumen.
•Four-wheel drive and belt system for 
wrinkle-free welding
•Powerful engine
•Digital display unit for control
•Runs on 400 V or 230 V
•Powerful fan for high-speed welding
•Automatic start/stop sensor

LarOn Automatic Heat Welder
Part Number BAK-5115995
•Pivoting guide bar
•Perfectly balanced
•Wrinkle-free welding
•Easy maintenance because of stan-
dard components
•Digital display showing temperature 
and speed
•Automatic drive start system
•Designed for the most demanding job 
sites
•For welding of roofing membranes 
and tarpaulins
•High speed production

Part Number WIN-W3000H
•Honda GC160 engine
•Standard low oil protection
•CARB and EPA approved
•100% copper windings
•2xNEMA 5-20 GFCI outlets
•120V output
• Carry handle allows the generator to be 
carried like a suit case
•Two lifting eyes included standard
•DuPont powder coat paint provides durable 
finish that helps protect the generator from 
the elements
•Large rubber feet



Heat Welding

RoofOn Roof Welding Machine
Part Number BAK-6600132B
•For welding of thermoplastic roofing
membranes
•Stepless adjustment of speed, air flow
and temperature with potentiometer
•Automatic drive start system
•Fail-proof
•Wrinkle-free welding
•Seam width 40 mm

ErOn Hot Air Blower
Part Number BAK-6600004

Perfect for:
•Shrinking    •Drying          •Soldering
•Heating       •Activating    •Welding
•Bending

RiOn Hot Air Welding Gun

BAK Accessories

•Optimal performance / best price
•Stepless adjustment of electronic
controlled temperature
•Easy welding with ergonomic handle
•Maintenance friendly
•High quality
•Large accessories range

Available Packages:
40mm Nozzle/Metal Case BAK-5100726NB

40mm Nozzle Only BAK-5100726N
RiOn Gun Only BAK-5100726
Gun/Metal Case BAK-6600160

Power Cord for RiOn BAK-5528H
Heating Element for RiOn BAK-5100702

Heating Element for LaRon BAK-5107612
Mica Tube BAK-100297

40mm Nozzle BAK-5107132
20mm Nozzle BAK-5107123

20mm Nozzle, 90° BAK-5107124
20mm Nozzle, 60° BAK-5107125
Handle for RiOn BAK-6601026

Air Filter for RiOn BAK-100258
Air Dam Belt for LaRon BAK-104224

Metal Toolbox BAK-5201000
Potentiometer BAK-6601030



Hoisting

Round Rung Laddermaster Wheel
Part Number RMP-541400
Roofmaster ladder-mounted hoisting 
wheels are designed to stay in place 
on any two rungs of a ladder without 
swaying or wobbling. The handle is 24” 
from the ladder mounting point for extra 
clearance for bigger, bulkier lifts. Use 
with 3/4” rope only. This is to be used 
on a Round Rung Ladder (usually wood)
Made in the U.S.A.

Hoisting Wheel
Part Number RMP-541200
All Roofmaster Hoisting Wheels feature 
the highest quality die-cast aluminum 
wheels. These wheels are made in the 
U.S.A.  Incorporate that with mainte-
nance-free bearings, plus an all-steel 
framework. Traditional gin wheel has 
an extra-heavy-duty forged swivel hook 
with safety clip You can tap the wheel 
and it has a ring, not like imported or 
yellow imitation “sand casted” wheels 
that will break if dropped. 
Light-weight for greater ease and safety 
when mounting to an A-Frame. Use with 
3/4” rope only.

MODULAR HVAC Jack Set 13” Lift
Part Number RMP-509945
This MODULAR HVAC Jack Set is a 
must when larger units need to be lifted.   
Roofmaster has re-engineered this 
popular item to make shipping a unit 
easier. Includes all bolts, washers and 
lock-washers for final assembly.
The higher 13” lift also allows easier 
access for roofing. Maximum Lift Ca-
pacity: 2000 lbs. Maximum Lift Travel: 
13”. Maximum extension: 11 feet (using 
extensions provided with unit).

Part Number GAR-300228
•Slide under a/c unit and raise 18”
•The interlocking system has a range up to 6 ft. with-
out extensions and up to 10 ft. with extensions
•The large 43/4” x 81/4” base on the jacks provide sta-
bility and protect the roof
•Four jacks with two extension bars are standard

Garlock Air Conditioner Jacks



Hoisting

Part Number GAR-400060
The boom reach is adjustable and overall weight 
is just 76 lbs. Counter balance pans and hoisting 
wheel are optional. Ideal for lightweight hoisting of 
equipment and materials quickly Adjustable boom 
reach Optional counter balance pans and hoisting 
wheel available.

Part Number GAR-402290
Counterweights for Garlock 300lb or 400lb hand 
hoist

Part Number GAR-300960
The Atlas MegaLift Hoist sets a higher standard of 
power, speed and smooth lifting performance to 
get your loads up and down in record time. Rated 
at 2000 lb. capacity, the Atlas hoist is loaded with 
features that make this the undisputed leader in the 
industry.
•Self-contained Power Unit
•Swings Right or left
•18-hp Honda Engine
•160 fpm and 2000 lb. Capacity
•225’ 5/16’ Cable Standard

Part Number GAR-300022
Counterweight system (priced separately) includes a 
tray and five cans weighting 80 lbs. each when filled 
with concrete. Left-or-right-swinging boom with 
locking center position Outriggers for load stabiliza-
tion Optional counterweight system includes a tray 
and five cans.

Part Number GAR-400794
•Perfect for off-loading debris
•141/2-cu.-ft./800-lb. capacity

Garlock 300lb Hand Hoist

Garlock Counterweight Set

Garlock Atlas 2000lb Hydraulic Hoist

Garlock 400lb Swing Hoist

Garlock Trash Tray



Motors

Honda 3.0hp

Honda 5.5hp

Honda 8.0hp

Honda 2.5hp

Honda 4.0hp

Honda 6.5hp

Part Number HNDGX100QA2

Part Number HNDGX160TQX2

Part Number HNDGX240QA2

Part Number HNDGXH50QXA

Part Number HNDGX120TQX2

Part Number HNDGX200TQX2



Motors

Honda 11.0hp

Honda 20.0hp

Honda 9.0hp

Honda 13.0hp

Honda 24.0hp

Part Number HNDGX340QA2

Part Number HNDGX630QZB3

Part Number HNDGX270QA2

Part Number HNDGX390QA2

Part Number HNDGX690BAF



Safety

Part Number RMP-412315
50’ FallMaster BASIC Fall Arrest System Contains: * 
Universal harness HUV with 5 points of adjustment for
added comfort * 50’ Vertical Lifeline Assembly with 
Shock Pack, and * Permanently attached Positioning 
Device with 18” lanyard extension to keep device with-
in reach * Two double locking snap hooks * Snappy
Disposable Anchor with nails. This Kit meets or 
exceeds O.S.H.A Regulation 29CFR1926 and A.N.S.I. 
Z359-2009, requiring Personal Fall Arrest Systems.

50’ Fallmaster Fall Arrest System

Part Number RSE-RZ65016
•Constructed with heavy duty Loc-On-Galv steel 
tubing w/clear coat
•Will not rust from inside out
•Interlocking legs pin to the vertical stanchion tube 
for quick set up and tear down
Includes
•4 stanchions
•100 ft. of warning flags

EZ-Stor Warning Flag System

Folding Warning Line System

Parapet Wall and Universal Guardrail System

Perimeter Defender

Warning Flags

Part Number RSE-RZ65002
Help protect workers from dangerous areas around 
jobsite or roof. Includes 4 Stanchions and 105’ of bright 
yellow pennants. This lightweight and compact warning 
line system is easier to set up and requires less storage 
space. Spring activated legs lock firmly into place, no 
lost poles or locking pins. Each stanchion has a built in 
handle for easier transporting to and from jobsite.

Part Number RSE-RZ65015
Adjustable and easy to use guardrail system for parapet 
walls and floor slabs. Unique tubular design allows for 
easier placement and installation. Adjustable rail brack-
ets for easy and fast attachment of 2x4’s. By inverting the 
compression base, you can use as a universal guardrail 
system for exposed floors, walkways, decks, or wherever 
you need a fall protection system. Maximum spacing of 
8’, complies with OSHA standards. Comes with toe board 
bracket installed. 2 per master carton.

Part Number RSE-PERIMETERDEFEND
Features

•Easy flag tie-off system
•Quick set-up and removal
•Safety orange, UV resistant
•Stackable with or without base
• 39” OSHA compliant tie off height 1926.502(f)(2)(ii)
• High impact polyethylene
•Skid resistant
•Rubber base will not damage surfaces

Part Number
RSE-WARNINGFLAG-RED
RES-WARNINGFLAG-YELW

Features
•105 ft.
•Increases visibility of hazardous areas
•18” Red/yellow triangle flags
•500 lb. required break strength
•10 pcs per box



Safety

Part Number GAR-155160
Additional baseplate for the Garlock Railguard 200

Part Number GAR-300892
Additional baseplate for the Garlock Railguard 200

Part Number GAR-300229
Create a safe-zone using the Garlock Folding Warn-
ing Line System. Heavy duty folding stanchions 
and 100 ft of vinyl flags set up quickly. Add the 
optional transporter for the ultimate in storage and 
portability. Typical installation for warning lines 
requires lines be placed a minimum of 6ft. from 
hazard for construction applications. (See your 
individual state OSHA regulations for compliance.)
•Premium folding warning line system used for 
visual warning of at risk areas.
•Meets OSHA 1926.502(f)(2)
•Standard system includes three folding bases and 
100 feet of flags.

Part Number GAR-155160
Perimeter systems save labor and improve efficiency over visual 
warning lines because after setup, you can safely work all the 
way to the edge of the roof or deck structure without being tied 
off.
•Clamp and Stanchion system for leading edge fall prevention. 
(2x4 wood not provided)
•Secures to parapet, flat edge, or slab edge enabling free access 
to entire protected area.
•Meets OSHA 1926.501(b)(1)
•No-Tool installation of clamp and stanchions.
•Ergonomic Large coated handle for ease of use and long life.
•Concealed fastener threads protect from handling damage.
•Adjustable clamp can accommodate up to a 24” parapet.
•Concealed fastener threads protect from handling damage.

Garlock Railguard 200 Garlock  Baseplate for Railguard 200

Garlock Base Transporter

Garlock Perimeter Clamp

Garlock Folding Warning Lines

Part Number
10’ Railguard GAR-400984

7’ 6” Railguard GAR-400985
5’ Railguard GAR-400986

RailGuard is modular and comes in basic kits which in-
clude (1) rail, (1) base and (1) pin. Individual components 
can be added for custom safety guardrail applications. 
RailGuard can also be mounted permanently both internal-
ly and externally. 
•16 gauge welded steel rail and powder coated for durabil-
ity
•Std. yellow color or available in a wide variety of colors
•90 pound four socket cast bases for flexibility and ease of 
installation
•Meets OSHA 1910.23(c)



Safety Fall Carts

Garlock Lifepoint Duo

Roof Zone Penetrator

Part Number
w/Steel Weights GAR-301383
w/Empty Cans GAR-301384

The LifePoint Duo is the perfect solution for a 2 person fall 
protection when circumstances require non-penetrating 
versatility. LifePoint provides the answer with an easy to 
set up and quick-move solution.
• Non-Penetrating to preserve rooftop water integrity.
• Tie-off points for (1) Fall-arrest and (1) Fall-Restraint
• Easy to reposition
• Ratcheted handle enables the weighted body of the unit 
to lifted safely
• Fits in most service elevators
• Available with either open concrete can weights or cast 
weights

Part Number
Penetrator EQP-RZ65033
Aluminum Work Surface EQP-RZ65031
Lifting Kit EQP-RZ65032

The Penetrator is the industry’s first lightweight and fully porta-
ble mobile fall protection device. When a fall occurs, the powerful 
penetrating spikes engage, piercing into the roof insulation and 
metal decking, thus creating a safe, secure anchor. For use on 
most substrates, NOT INCLUDING CONCRETE, the Penetrator 
has been tested for use on Built-Up, TPO, ISO, PVC, EPDM and 
other standard materials that are part of a finished roof system. 
The Penetrator is reusable and offers the lightest mobile fall pro-
tection system available on the market today



Part Number MISSHVL-SCOOP10A30DW

•#10 Aluminum scoop blade
•30” D-Handle
•Non-sparking, lightweight, and non-cor-
rosive
•Versatile multi purpose scoop shovel
•USA ash hardwood handle
•Assembled in USA

#10 D-Handle Aluminum Scoop
Part Number MISSHVL-SCOOP10A48SW

•#10 Aluminum scoop blade
•48” Straight Handle
•Non-sparking, lightweight, and non-cor-
rosive
•Versatile multi purpose scoop shovel
•USA ash hardwood handle
•Assembled in USA

#10 Straight Handle Aluminum Scoop

Scoops

Part Number MISSHVL-SCOOP10S30DW

•#10 Steel scoop blade
•30” D-Handle
•Versatile multi purpose scoop shovel
•USA ash hardwood handle
•Assembled in USA

#10 D-Handle Steel Scoop
Part Number MISSHVL-SCOOP10S48SW

•#10 Steel scoop blade
•48” Straight Handle
•Versatile multi purpose scoop shovel
•USA ash hardwood handle
•Assembled in USA

#10 Straight Handle Steel Scoop

Part Number MISSHVL-SCOOP12P30DW

•143/4” x 183/4” blade is equivalent to a #12 
scoop but will hold up to 15% more than 
a normal scoop head
•Heavy duty polypropylene material is 
designed for rough work
•Lighter polypropylene head reduces 
stress to the user

#12 D-Handle Poly Scoop



Part Number GRZ-370000
The 36’’ sweeper comes complete with a GX270 Honda 
engine . It can be easily manoeuvred and controlled. There 
are three sweeping positions with the steel and nylon brush 
producing a clean surface.

Grizzly Power Broom

Sweepers/Clean-Up

Tearoff Equip./Tools

Part Number MISSHVL-SHNGLRIP54
For removal of
•Asphalt shingles
•Cedar shakes
•Underlayments
•Etc.
•Vinyl grip handle for added comfort
•Heat tempered teeth

Shingle RemoverSpud Bar Replacement Blade
Part Number MISSHVL-SPUDBAR7
Part Number MISSHVL-SPUDBLADE7
•Heavy duty steel tube design
•Knob handle
•Replaceable hardened steel blade
For removal of
•Old roofing
•Slag & gravel
•Eliminating fasteners
•Ect.

Part Number MISSHVL-TEAROFFFLTST
Spade w/ wide heel & steel handle

Spade w/ wide heel & solid core fiberglass 
handle

•7” x 11” spade
•6” x 9” extra wide heel
•61” overall

Flat Roofers Spade
Part Number MISSHVL-TEAROFFSERST

Serrated spade w/ wide heel & steel handle
Serrated spade w/ wide heel & solid core 

fiberglass handle
•7” x 11” spade
•6” x 9” extra wide heel
•61” overall

Serrated Roofers Spade



Part Number RMP-475500
The Razer Tear-Off Machine
features:
•Latest Hydrostatic Trans-axle
•No Hydraulic Hoses or Tank
•Easy Access for Field Maintenance
•Heavy Duty Frame
•Industrial Precision Bearings and 
•Camshaft with 4 Port Grease Block
•Adjustable Blade Made of Hard-
ened Special Alloy Steel
•13HP Honda Electric Start Engine
•Low Center of Gravity at 580 lbs

Razer Tearoff Machine 13 hp Single Roof Saw
Part Number RMP-490553
The power saws are made of the highest 
quality steel components in the industry. 
All engines are state-of-the-art technology 
conforming to all Federal & State regulations 
while producing the highest optimum perfor-
mance possible. A very important feature is 
the Uni-tracking ability that allows the saw 
to cut in a true straight-line and prevents 
drifting while cutting (other saws tend to drift 
off-line). Features: 13hp Honda Engine Ergo-
nomically balanced for LESS fatigue Remote 
Breather helps engine stay cleaner & run 
cooler 12” Carbide Tipped Blades Cutting 
depth: 0” to 3.5” (with 14” blades)

Part Number RMP-490200
All Rotary Action Planing Machines feature single 
lever adjustable cutting height, inset rear wheel 
for close-up work, pulley enclosed in safety 
shroud and 8x2.50 semi-pneumatic tires. 12” solid 
steel flywheel with four carbide-tipped scratcher 
teeth will spud a 12” path to within 1” of walls, up 
to 10 squares per hour. 11 hp Honda syncro-bal-
anced engine with belt and pulley.

11 hp Surface Planer

Part Number RMP-490520
The power saws are made of the highest quality 
steel components in the industry. All engines 
are state-of-the-art technology conforming to all 
Federal & State regulations while producing the 
highest optimum performance possible. A very 
important feature is the Uni-tracking ability that 
allows the saw to cut in a true straight-line and 
prevents drifting while cutting (other saws tend 
to drift off-line). Features: 9hp Honda Engine 
Ergonomically balanced for LESS fatigue Remote 
Breather helps engine stay cleaner & run cooler 
12” Carbide Tipped Blades Cutting depth: 0” to 
3.5” (with 14” blades)

9 hp Honda Single Saw

Mini-Razer Tear Off Bar
Part Number RMP-491910
Easy to handle, the Mini-Razer will save 
on labor! Just ram it under old built-
up roofing and press down to loosen 
old roof and insulation. Features steel 
wheels and hardened steel blade. This 
model has a straight blade.

Tearoff Equip./Tools



Tearoff Equip./Tools

Part Number GRZ-320000
GRIZZLY’S hydraulic roof remover is 
loaded with innovations. This machine 
is fully hydraulic, no differentials or 
transfer cases. Two hydraulic motors 
drive the wheels and the blade is driven 
from a third hydraulic motor. It’s have a 
GX340 Honda engine.
This technology provides GRIZZLY with 
the advantage of controlling each of the 
wheels individually to allow forward, 
reverse and even turning, an industry 
first!

Part Number GRZ-304000
This GRIZZLY mini cutter has a GX200 Honda 
engine, it’s perfect for tight spots. The handle 
is adjustable and can fold down to allow cutting 
under structures that have 18” clearance.
The floating blade guard can be raised for
inspecting and changing the blade. The mini
cutter is very light, making it ideal for small crews, 
repair crews and small areas. This cutter can be 
lifted to the roof using a ladder hoist as long as it 
is held securely of course.

Grizzly Tearoff Machine

Grizzly Mini Roof Cutter

Part Number GRZ-801500

The GRIZZLY tear off ripper features 
semi-pneumatic wheels. It is longer and wider 
than the 801000 which offers more room and 
comfort for taller users. Its back is convex for 
added leverage when ripping.

Grizzly Tearoff Hand Tool

Part Number GRZ-350000
For large or small jobs, can get you to within an inch 
of walls or curbs. The GRIZZLY Planer runs smoothly 
minimizing operator fatigue, producing a table top 
smooth finish. With the new height adjustment han-
dle, height adjustment is as easy as turning a crank. 
This Planer features a GXV340 Honda engine and four 
carbide pins that are very solid and durable. A single 
lift ring allows safe and easy hoisting to the roof.

Grizzly Roof Planer



Tearoff Equip./Tools

Part Number GAR-301295
The streamlined design, easy component accessibility, 
and high-quality components of the Garlock Ultra Cutter 
will increase your overall production and reduce the 
maintenance problems associated with conventional 
roof cutters. Easy to operate and maneuver, the Ultra 
Cutter delivers unmatched cutting performance.
•13-hp, Honda engine for maximum horsepower and 
smoother, cooler running operation
•The triple-wide v-belt with quick-change feature makes 
on-deck maintenance a reality
•The belt pulley is secured with an exclusive Taper-lok 
bushing– the strongest lockin system available
•Cleaner air intake
•Improved depth-setting control

Part Number GAR-301197
For over a decade, contractors have turned to the #1 
selling tearoff machine in the U.S.the Roof Warrior. The 
definitive name in tearoff machines, the Roof Warrior 
utilizes Garlock’s best engineering and manufactur-
ing advancements, resulting in a tearoff machine that 
achieves a level of quality, versatility, and performance 
unmatched in the industry.
•Hydrostatic transaxle for forward and reverse maneu-
verability
•Adjustable pitch blade stays down in the material—me-
chanically fastened, foam, lightweight concrete, and 
even solid mop downs
•Actuating blade slices through fasteners and trouble 
spots on wood, metal, or concrete decks
•Split rim wheels allow you to change tires and reuse 
the rims
•11-hp Honda electric-start engine

Garlock Ultra Cutter

Garlock Roof Warrior

Part Number GAR-300035
•Low 18” clearance, lightweight, and easy to maneuver
•5.5-hp Honda engine
•Quick-change belt
•Floating glade guard
•2” wall clearance is perfect for cutting under vents, 
around air conditioners, and small patch work

Part Number GAR-400009
•All-steel heavy-duty frame 6” steel wheels Hardened 
steel blade
•Optional tined Shingle Tearoff Blade is available (for 
removing shingles)

Garlock Mini-Saw

Garlock Super Tearoff Bar



Replacement Chevron Tire ONLY
Part Number RMP-471221
16 x 5 Chevron Tire. Replacement tire 
for some tractors and Roof Removers. 
Used on Gravely, Garlock, Panther and 
Reeves.

NFL 18x850 Complete
Part Number RMP-505050M
18x8.50-8 Wheel with 6” Offset Hub and 
1” Roller Bearings filled with Non-Flat 
Lite (NFL) foam. Replace your pneumat-
ic wheels for a flat free jobsite. Will fit 
any piece of equipment with a 1” axle 
and a 6” space between the cotter pin 
and washer stop.  Remember, the NFL 
tire does not have a “memory” or flat 
spot after sitting overnight. 

18x850 6”HL Wheel Complete
Part Number RMP-505053
Replacement 18 x 8.50 wheel assem-
blies with a 6” roller bearing hub. Used 
on 4 wheel trailers and any other type of 
cart where you need the load spread out 
over a wide footprint. These are tube-
less pneumatic tires.

Tires

400x8 Assy 6”Hub
Part Number RMP-515410
The Standard Pneumatic 4.00 x 8 
wheel used in the Roofing Industry. 
This wheel comes with a 6” hub and 
1” roller bearings for a low resis-
tance installation.

NFL 4.00x8 Assy 6”Hub 
Part Number RMP-515665
4.00x8 with 6” Centered Hub and 1” 
Roller Bearings filled with Non-Flat 
Lite (NFL) foam.  Remember, the 
NFL tire does not have a “memory” 
or flat spot after sitting overnight.

Grizzly Wheelbarrow

Part Number GRZ-202000
We have increased the length of the pro-
tective nose piece to keep the wheelbarrow 
from rolling back when dumping. Very well 
balanced, it will save your back!! It is provid-
ed with a lifting ring.

Heavy Duty Wheelbarrow
Part Number EQP-RZ65011
Wheelbarrow features heavy duty welded 
tube frame for greater strength and longer 
life, extended handles for reduced user fa-
tigue, and tubular front plate preventing tray 
damage. The dual wheel design provides im-
proved balance, preventing job site materi-
als from falling out due to tip over. Capacity 
is 6 cubic feet.

Wheelbarrows
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